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At sea. The feeling of being at sea. A long, terrible voyage home – but where is home? – far  

from over. Wandering souls, each one of them, in times of war or times of peace, the war and 

the corresponding peace only partly real, for these are not the times of the ancients, secure in 

truth and glory, but uncertain times, entirely human, of human wants and conceits, times of 

mere constructedness, where things rarely flow naturally. Here every man or woman is a 

Ulysses, condemned by the powers that hold the reins of their world from atop a mountain, 

much like the gods of yore stationed on Olympus, but here reduced to entirely human scale, 

to face countless tests and travails, to suffer pain, loss, and defeat, to know ignominy before 

the yoke of suffering may be lifted from their flesh. 

This is the dominant feeling as one moves through the pages of John Scott’s sprawling 

new novel N, a decade or more in the writing, which relates a fictional variation branching 

out of the very real constitutional crises that plagued the Australian Parliament during the 

peak of the second world war. Fiction as history that so easily may have come to pass. 

Fiction, some of whose aspects appear terrifyingly real if one looked at only the last decade 

or so of Australian political history.   

Scott, presciently ordering his material, opens the novel with a scene from a meeting of 

Prime Minister Arthur Fadden’s war council in September 1941 debating the issue of asylum 

for a group of Jewish child refugees fleeing Europe aboard the vessel Ville de Nancy. In 

reality, Fadden had been elected to the Prime Ministership the month before upon the 

resignation of Robert Menzies, both the Prime Minister of Australia and leader of the United 

Australia Party, the senior party in the coalition that had governed Australia for a decade. 

Two independent MPs, Arthur Coles and Alex Wilson (Norman Cole and Richard Walker, 

respectively, in the novel), who had supported the coalition in office, voted against the 



	  

Fadden government’s budget in October 1941. With the war raging and a sudden 

constitutional crisis on his hands, the Governor-General of the time, Lord Gowrie, negotiated 

the support of the two independent MPs for the leader of the Labor Party, John Curtin, who 

was then sworn in as the new Prime Minister.  

It is from this crucial period of Australian history that Scott weaves his alternate 

narrative. What if, he posits, one of the independents had died – or been murdered – before 

the vote of confidence, and instead of Curtin a faction from Fadden’s cabinet, with the 

backing of the moneyed elite, had seized power and, running an Emergency Government, had 

signed an armistice with the advancing Japanese for narrow business interests? When it could 

happen in Europe, such an arrangement then at work between Nazi Germany, the other Axis 

Power, and the Vichy Government of Marshal Pétain, why could it not be replicated in the 

Antipodes? 

In Scott’s telling, the death of MP Norman Cole allows Sir Warren Mahony to declare a 

State of Emergency and become the Prime Minister, who at first is busy quelling opposition 

and does precious little to stop the Japanese army from dispensing a treatment to Sydney 

similar to the one meted out to Singapore and Darwin in reality. The fall of Sydney, the dark 

columns of smoke rising upward and the long queues of people running for shelter, is 

narrated in images reminiscent of the modernist unease in Eliot’s The Waste Land. The 

Japanese presence spreads gradually downward across the continent, and Scott manages to 

establish the reality of this presence with great natural felicity, so that, intertwined with 

disparate narrative threads, the reader has no hesitancy in accepting its truth as the story 

develops. 

Mahony is first stationed in Melbourne, but since the threat of air raids hasn’t yet abated, 

a truce not yet in place, and the final border lines not yet drawn, he moves to the calmer 

environs of nearby Mount Macedon, complete with its fifty room mansion called Teffont, 

croquet lawn and tennis court and a nine-hole golf course (the last one of some significance 

in the larger scheme of things). Here, surrounded by his bureaucracy, he rules not as a god of 

antiquity, but as a power-blind Caesar, doing the things that despots-in-making most 

commonly do to cement their control over their territory. So artists and intellectuals are 

regularly rounded up, dissenting voices silenced, opposition leaders, including Curtin, 

denounced as traitors. The majority of the population, given the daily travails of the ongoing 

war, is easily subdued. To them, in turn, he offers the spectacle of public games, organizes, 

free of cost for the people, horse races in the Melbourne Cricket Ground, followed by a vast 



	  

set piece showing the action at Gallipoli, from which farce the Australian forces will emerge 

victorious this time, for their opponents, rounded up from the lot of migrants, dissidents, and 

their like, have been provided only empty shells for bullets. Later, when he has come to an 

arrangement with the Japanese, he will put up a show for the select few at Teffont, arranging 

death matches between privates and a red kangaroo, complete with the blood and gore we 

have come to expect as standard fare. But that is just one thread of the story. 

In another, and it begins along with the first just as Fadden’s War Council denies asylum 

to the Jewish child refugees aboard the rusting and weather-beaten Nancy ready to move into 

the harbor, a group of social realist artists are trudging through the scarcity-ridden war years 

in Melbourne, watching helplessly the rapidly worsening situation in the country and the 

power seizure by extreme right wing politicians to the detriment of – what else? – their 

beliefs and ideals. In this group, Vic Turner, Roy Cunningham, and the Pole Leon Mischka, 

are among the book’s principal characters. So also is Missy Cunningham, model and wife of 

Roy and lover of Vic, in whose studio she gives music lessons to make ends meet, writes 

letters to him when he is no longer there, or reflects on their lover’s tiff before Turner’s hasty 

enlistment and departure. The social realist painters, Scott tells us in the notes at the end of 

the book, found their beginnings in the world of Noel Counihan, Vic O’Connor, and Yosl 

Bergner. To them and their world, Scott devotes the early parts of the book, and he paints the 

bohemian life of Melbourne during the war, peppering it with real life characters such as the 

artist David Strachan and the critic and bookseller Gino Nibbi, in broad and assured strokes 

which make these pages among the most inspired and vision-filled in the book. Here, the 

images are deep and complex, the writing swift and poetic. 

 But very soon a dystopian atmosphere comes to pervade the novel as the war machine 

consumes Vic Turner and Leon Mischka, hurling them into the country, near the warring 

lines, making a war-artist of the former and a guerrilla fighter of the latter, and through them 

Scott gives us a first-hand taste of the needless brutality and perversion orchestrated by the 

Japanese army. Meanwhile, the increasingly tubercular and oppositional Roy Cunningham is 

interned in a sanatorium, from where he returns a much broken and terror-ridden man, but 

also the more resolute to fight the fascist forces by curating an exhibition that he endearingly 

titles ‘Artists against Fascism’. Not surprisingly the exhibition is vandalized, and 

Cunningham finds himself the subject of threats, another incarceration, and torture to which 

he ultimately succumbs, but not before leaving in a notebook a few Rorschach-style 

miniatures made from his own bloody sputum.  Art that is quite literally forged in blood. One 



	  

recalls the growing legend of Roberto Bolaño hurrying to complete his magnum opus 2666 

before his impending death from liver failure. 

The third major thread that mingles with the other two to create the tapestry (or the 

jigsaw!) of the book is that of Robin Telford, senior bureaucrat under Mahony, and Esther 

Cole, the stylish widow of Norman Cole, who suspects foul play in the death of her husband, 

and pleads with Telford (in the manner of romance genre fiction) to ‘DIG’ for the truth (in 

the manner of detective genre fiction a la Poe and Conan Doyle). This strain, like in a piece 

of music, begins only belatedly, but gradually interpenetrates and merges with the earlier 

narrative threads, gaining dominance in the latter half before vanishing into the fast emerging 

bigger picture. By itself it is deficient and resolves nothing, leading the reader into a cul-de-

sac of sorts, but perhaps its function is elsewhere: to spring up hints or red herrings for other 

competing narratives to work upon. In a way, it is not unlike the network of underground 

tunnels through which Telford, appropriating the manner of Poe’s detective (but not his 

personality and genius), looks for clues and information to the mystery which he believes, 

rightly or wrongly, hidden behind the eponymous letter ‘N’.  

Wandering souls at sea! And soon in Scott’s dystopian version Melbourne too is a sea, 

the constant downpour turning it into a veritable Venice, where the legendary boatman plies 

his oar in the flooded canals of the city, watched by ravaged men and women who are 

nothing but their shades, and even takes Missy along for a ride or two.  

War and the wish to return from war, the unending journeys, deaths by water, shades 

crowding along the dark banks, the spirit of the Odyssey permeates the book, and Scott hints 

at this through various veiled or direct references – to recall only two – in the character of 

Reginald Thomas, radio dramatist and seer in the very mold of the blind Theban prophet 

Tiresias, and in the image of Roy Cunningham melting candle-wax to fashion plugs for his 

ears, and remaining tied to his painting (like his ark) when the air-raid sirens begin their wail. 

There are even a few visits to Circe’s Palace. 

And yet Scott’s novel is not just the odyssey of the Homeric hero, it is that of Joyce’s 

Everyman too. The early part of the book relating the Melbourne artistic scene during the war 

years is a deft re-writing of the ‘Wandering Rocks’ section in Ulysses, as if the turn of the 

century Dublin of Joyce had met its inverted image in war-torn Melbourne of the forties. 

Indeed in a moment of playful name naming, Scott shows us the artist David Strachan 

reading Ulysses and advising Mishka to look it up to improve his verbose idiom. Then, too, 

Roy Cunningham, withdrawn and troubled by thoughts of Missy’s infidelities, and the much 



	  

younger and deferential Vic Turner, could well be read as distant portraits of Leopold Bloom 

and Stephan Dedalus, respectively. Further, in its attempt to approximate what Eliot 

described as Joyce’s ‘mythic method’ – ‘a way of controlling, of ordering, of giving a shape 

and a significance to the immense panorama of futility and anarchy which is contemporary 

history’ – Scott generously uses first person, free-wheeling narration, diary entries, Hansard 

excerpts, newspaper clippings, intelligence documents, prison letters doubling (through a 

clever ploy) as memoirs, play extracts, a ship’s log, each in a corresponding typeface. On the 

whole, the result is not as revolutionary as Joyce’s or perhaps as satisfactory, but it points in 

his direction. For the language is far too beholden to popular realist tropes, much too blunt in 

places with the seams showing, its political messaging direct and often banal, which 

unfortunately subdues the full impact of other important scenes in the vicinity.  

Yet the book follows in Joyce’s wake in its manner of ordering its material, forcing the 

reader to absorb and comprehend the story – to quote Joseph Frank from his study Spatial 

Form in Modern Literature – spatially instead of causal-chronologically. In the case of 

Ulysses, Frank observes, what Joyce does is to present the elements of his narrative in 

fragments, as they are thrown out unexplained in the course of casual conversations, or as 

they lie embedded in the various strata of symbolic reference, allusions to Dublin life, 

history, and the external events of the twenty-four hours during which the novel takes place. 

The factual background, which otherwise is so conveniently summarized for the reader, must 

be reconstructed in this case from fragments, sometimes hundreds of pages apart, scattered 

through the book. As a result, Frank argues, the reader is forced to read Ulysses in the manner 

he reads modern poetry – continually fitting fragments together and keeping allusions in 

mind until, by reflexive reference, he can link them to their complements. 

More than one character in N hints at just this very notion of fitting fragments together to 

complete the jigsaw puzzle of the book. 

Writing alternative histories is not uncommon to literature; it is one of literature’s 

principal reasons for being. Writers from Philip K. Dick to Philip Roth have attempted to 

construct such speculative histories at one time or another, with varying degrees of success. 

Indeed one could read Joyce’s attempt in this vein too. Joyce’s aims, however, were different 

from those of Scott, who in the thrust of his overall idea is closer to Dick, Roth, or even 

Thomas Pynchon and John Barth. Yet there is one thing lacking in N that those books have in 

abundance: pace. And this may leave some readers dissatisfied toward the end. For the kind 

of speculative fiction that Scott intended to write – mixing genres, narratives, scenes, and 



	  

characters with an element of continuous thrill – needs to move fast to establish a sense of 

truth and authority. N is slow-paced (though this is not to mean it is dull) and grows 

considerably slower in the middle third of the book. The language is often too well turned 

out, the metaphors poetic though needless in places, which rather than heightening limits the 

impact. In a writer of lesser intelligence or poetic gifts, one would not feel this, but when 

Scott offers instances of freedom and fluidity, sometimes merely pages away, it becomes 

hard not to feel the difference. When he describes landscapes or mindscapes, when he 

performs ekphrasis of painted works, when he relates the artistic process itself, the coming 

together of light, pigment, and the mental thrust, when he is freer, in a word, when he 

establishes ‘presence’, Scott is at his inspired best. These passages alone are enough to lift the 

book to a higher plane.  

The characters in N are not free-thinking individuals but archetypes. Men, women, 

politicians, dictators, poets, models, wives, generals, soldiers, bureaucrats, all neatly fall into 

personality types. Moving through the extraordinary atmosphere of the novel, where 

incredible things happen to them, even as they are busy doing what would be for them 

equally incredible things, they hardly change in their thoughts and motivations from 

beginning to end. To take one example: Albie Henningsen, ghostwriter for Frank Clune and 

the outspoken supporter of Japanese presence in the country, a thinly veiled portrait of P.R. 

Stephensen, finds himself an easy target of Mahony’s henchmen, promptly landing in solitary 

confinement, suffering torture and ignominy, is put on show in a hanging cage like a 

Beckettian tramp, only to be conveniently accommodated by Mahony for the purposes of 

ghosting his memoirs, and finally, when events take a turn for the worse, is locked up again. 

Yet his personality, fed by dreams of success and megalomania, funny and pathetic by turn, 

rarely absorbs the vicissitudes of his strange situation to reveal any transformative traits in his 

character. To be sure, there is nothing flawed in this approach, for the tendency to create 

novel characters in fiction, much talked about though it be, is very rare and often misplaced 

in literary discussions, for it is seldom a question of inventiveness alone, but more 

importantly a felicity of style, that is to say, the ability to establish authority. And did not 

Joyce believe in the existence of archetypes over individuals? Scott is pursuing an approach 

that travels back all the way to Heraclitus, for the theme of archetypes is a competing theme 

throughout the history of literature. 

Scott walks a tightrope throughout the novel between the seriousness of the subject 

matter and the ambition and playful virtuosity of its treatment. This by no means is an easy 



	  

task in even a novel of modest length, let alone a digressive and disparate tome like N. Yet it 

also opens up two ways of reading the novel. The first is to approach the book giving the 

subject matter a predominance over its treatment. The second is to see the subject matter as 

nothing but its treatment. Instinctively, one is only slightly different from the other, but 

technically their results are far apart. For readers and admirers of Scott’s work, the first 

approach may present all the trappings and shortcomings of the (quasi-)realist genre, 

including those alluded to above, and in the end may leave them dissatisfied. But the more 

expansive – and perhaps fulfilling – way to proceed is to see the book as a pastiche of literary 

models and sources, to grasp its essence, serious though it be, intuitively and only fleetingly 

through the very constructedness of its material which is also the constructedness of our lives 

in modern times, much like that red of the rust on the Nancy’s hull that Vic Turner is always 

on the point of realizing in paint, but is unable to till the very end: 

The colour which he saw, which he had seen, was not a state of being, but a 

process. . . . There was no stability to it, this red which gave – and which must 

give – the sense, at any moment, and at every moment, of its own oblivion . . .  

 

  

 

 

  


